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Question Title Question Title Forces Problems I 

Bob and Yoshiko are having a tug-of-war on the wooden floor in the 

gymnasium. Bob has a mass of 78.5 kg and Yoshiko weighs 980 N. 

If Bob pulls with a force of 75N and is winning the tug-of-war (pulling 

Yoshiko towards him), what force FY is Yoshiko pulling with on the 

rope? 

Assume the acceleration due to gravity is 9.81 m/s2. 

A. FY = 55 N 

B. FY = 70 N 

C. FY = 75 N 

D. FY = 80 N 



Question Title Question Title Solution 

Answer: C  

Justification: No matter who is winning the tug-of-war, the forces 

applied on either end of the rope must be equal in magnitude, but 

opposite in direction or else the rope will break or slip out of one of 

their hands. Therefore the force applied by Yoshiko on the rope is 

FY = 75 N (Answer C). 

Bob 
Yoshiko 

FB FY 



Question Title Question Title Solution continued 

Further Explanation: 

The person who is "winning the tug-of-war“ here is the person who has 

the greatest force of friction working against them. As Bob pulls on the 

rope he pushes the ground towards Yoshiko and as a result, the force of 

friction on Bob acts in the direction opposite of Yoshiko. A similar 

argument can be made for the force of friction on Yoshiko that pulls Bob. 

However, for Bob to be "winning" the force of friction being applied to 

him by the ground must be greater than the force of friction being 

applied to Yoshiko by the ground. Furthermore, this is only possible if 

the coefficient of static friction for Bob (μB) is larger than the coefficient 

of static friction for Yoshiko (μY) because Yoshiko has a larger mass and 

therefore if both Bob and Yoshiko had the same coefficient of static 

friction between them and the floor Yoshiko will always win because the 

force of friction Ff = μmg. 



Question Title Question Title Forces Problems II 

Bob and Yoshiko are having a tug-of-war on the wooden floor in the 

gymnasium. Bob has a mass of 78.5 kg and Yoshiko weighs 980 N. 

In order for Bob to win he knows that he needs to increase his grip 

on the wooden floor so he decides to go barefoot while Yoshiko is 

wearing shoes. If the coefficient of static friction between Yoshiko's 

shoes and the floor is μY = 0.62, what does the coefficient of static 

friction between Bob's bare feet and the floor (μB) need to be such 

that he can win? Choose the best answer. 

The acceleration due to gravity is 9.81 m/s2. 

A. μB > 0.62 

B. μB < 0.62 

C. μB > 0.79 

D. 0.62 < μB < 0.79 

E. μB < 0.79 



Question Title Question Title Solution 

Answer: C  

Justification: To solve this question it is best to draw a free body 

diagram for Bob and Yoshiko. Since the net force on the rope is 

zero this means that the forces of friction need to be accounted 

for. 
FfB = Force of friction on Bob 

FfY = Force of friction on 

Yoshiko 

FNB = Normal force on Bob 

FNY = Normal force on Yoshiko 

FgB = Force of gravity on Bob 

FgY = Force of gravity on 

Yoshiko 

FBfloor = Force of Bob on the 

floor 

FYfloor = Force of Yoshiko on 

the floor 

Bob 
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Question Title Question Title Solution continued 

The force of friction Ff = μFN where FN is the normal force defined by 

FN= mg. We can calculate the magnitude of each of the normal forces 

for Bob and Yoshiko: 

FNB = 78.5 × 9.81 = 770 N 

FNY = 980 N (given to us as part of the question – Yoshiko’s weight) 

Defining the direction Yoshiko is pulling as positive we get: 

FTotal = FfY – FfB  

FTotal = μYFNY – μBFNB 

FTotal = 0.62 × 980 – μB × 770 

FTotal = 608 – 770μB 

Now we need the total force to be in the direction Bob is pulling (defined 

as the negative direction here). This means that we need 0 > FTotal. 



Question Title Question Title Solution continued 2 

Therefore we can say: 0 > FTotal = 608 – 770μB 

    0 > 608 –  770μB 

    770μB > 608 

    μB > 0.79           (Answer C) 

Answer A (μB > 0.62) is incorrect because for 0.62 < μB < 0.79 we know 

that Yoshiko will still win, so this answer does not narrow down the 

range of μB to be considered the best answer. 

Answer B (μB < 0.62) is incorrect because this would still result in 

Yoshiko winning. 

Answer D (0.62 < μB < 0.79) is incorrect because this would still result in 

Yoshiko winning. 

Answer E (μB < 0.79) is also incorrect because this would still result in 

Yoshiko winning. 



Question Title Question Title Forces Problems III 

You have one car with a mass of 1500 kg driving at 10 km/h, and 

one cannonball with a mass of 1.5 kg flying at 500 km/h. If both 

objects are heading directly towards each other, which object will 

have more force applied to it when they collide? 

A. The rocket will have more force applied to it. 

B. The car will have more force applied to it. 

C. They will both have the same amount of force applied to them. 



Question Title Question Title Solution 

Answer: C  

Justification: Newton's third law states that for every force there is an 

equal and opposite force. So the force on one of the objects colliding 

will be the same as the force on the other one. 

However, each object will experience a very different result because of 

the force. The car has a momentum of 1500 kg × 10 km/h = 15,000 

kg×km/h  

The cannonball has a momentum of 1.5 kg × 500 km/h = 750 kg×km/h. 

(The regular units for momentum are kg*m/s, but we are simply doing a 

numerical comparison so we don't really have to worry about the units 

as long as both numbers we are providing have the same units.)  

We can immediately see that there is a very large difference between 

the momentum of the two objects. 



Question Title Question Title Solution continued 

Even though the car is travelling at only 10 km/h, its momentum is very 

large because it has a lot of mass. On the other hand, the cannonball, 

despite travelling very quickly (at 500 km/h) has a relatively low 

momentum because its mass is quite small.  

The same force applied to both objects will have a big effect on the 

momentum of the cannonball, but not as much as the momentum of the 

car. 

So when the car and the cannonball collide, the car will most likely 

keep going while the cannonball will be stopped or destroyed. That is 

not to say that the car will be undamaged, as it is still going to have a 

lot of force applied to it so it will likely also be damaged. 



Question Title Question Title Forces Problems IV 

Steve is pushing a pair of blocks across a frictionless surface. 

Steve is able to push them with a force of 100N. (Assume Steve 

has spiked shoes to maintain his grip on the frictionless surface). 

Box A has a mass of 40 kg. Box B has a mass of 60 kg. What force 

does Box A exert on Box B? 

A. 100 N 

B. 60 N 

C. 40 N 

D. 0 N 



Question Title Question Title Solution 

Answer: B 

Justification: Box A exerts a force of 60 N on Box B. 

We can determine this by thinking about the two boxes as one system 

accelerating under Steve's pushing force of 100N, what that means for 

the system's acceleration, and then applying that acceleration to each 

box. (We can consider Steve to be an external force, not a part of the 

system.) 

The total force on the system is 100 N. 

We know that the total mass of the system is: 

40 kg + 60 kg = 100 kg 

From this, we can determine the acceleration of both boxes. 

F = ma 

a = F / m = 100 N / 100 kg = 1 m/s2 

 



Question Title Question Title Solution continued 

What we need to understand is that just because both boxes are 

accelerating at 1 m/s2, that does not mean that the net force on the 

boxes is the same, because they have different masses. 

Fnet on A = mA × a   Fnet on B = mB × a 

Fnet on A = 40 kg × 1 m/s2  Fnet on B = 60 kg × 1 m/s2 

Fnet on A = 40 N    Fnet on B = 60 N 

The only object that can exert a force on Box B is Box A, so the Force 

that Box A exerts on Box B must be 60 N.  (Answer B) 

We also know that if Box A is pushing on B, then Box B must exert an 

equal, but opposite force on Box A. And so we can see that the net 

force on Box A = 100 N (Steve pushing) – 60 N (Box B) = 40 N. 



Question Title Question Title Solution continued 2 

We can confirm this by drawing some free body diagrams. 

Y 

X 



Question Title Question Title Solution continued 3 

A is incorrect because it is assuming that the totality of the Force Steve 

exerts on Box A is transferred to Box B. 

C is incorrect. You might have arrived at this result because you might 

have switched the forces exerted by the boxes, or because you 

assumed that the 40 kg box would exert 40 N of force rather than have 

a net force of 40 N. 

D is incorrect because you might have assumed that because the whole 

system of boxes was moving there was no internal force. 



Question Title Question Title Forces Problems V 

Compare the acceleration and net force of the javelin at T1 and T2. 

T1 occurs the instant after the javelin leaves the thrower's hand.  

T2 occurs at the highest point in the javelin's trajectory. 

A. a1>a2    and    Fnet1>Fnet2 

B. a1=a2    and    Fnet1=Fnet2 

C. a1<a2    and    Fnet1=Fnet2 

D. a1<a2    and    Fnet1<Fnet2 

E. a1=a2    and    Fnet1>Fnet2 



Question Title Question Title Solution 

Answer: B 

Justification: The first thing to recall is how acceleration and forces 

are related: 

Fnet = m × a 

Since the mass of the javelin does not change from point T1 to T2, we 

know that whatever relation there is between a1 and a2 (=, < or >), then 

that same relation must hold for Fnet1 and Fnet2. Therefore we can 

eliminate options C and E. 

The key to answering this question correctly is realizing that the thrower 

exerts no force on the javelin after he releases it. Since at point T1 the 

javelin has left the thrower’s hand, the only force acting on the javelin is 

the force of gravity, which in the absence of other forces will be equal to 

the net force. The same is true for point T2. 



Question Title Question Title Solution continued 

Since the net force is the same throughout the flight, the acceleration 

will also be the same. Since T1 and T2 are both times during the flight of 

the javelin, a1=a2 and Fnet1= Fnet2  (Answer B). 

A is incorrect because it implies that the thrower is still exerting a force 

on the javelin after he has released it. 

C is incorrect because it suggests that the javelin's mass has changed 

during its flight. 

D is incorrect because it implies that the thrower is exerting a force on 

the javelin after he has released it. 

E is incorrect because it implies that the mass of the spear changes 

during its flight. 



Question Title Question Title Forces Problems VI 

A lever has two boxes on the same side, a 15 kg box which is 0.5 m 

from the fulcrum, and a 10 kg box which is 0.75 m from the fulcrum. 

A visual representation of the setup. Note that in this image, props are 

keeping the lever balanced. 



Question Title Question Title 
Forces Problems VI 

continued 

If you only have one 10 kg box, how far from the fulcrum on the 

other side of the lever do you need to place it to have the lever 

balanced? 

A. 1.75 m 

B. 1.5 m 

C. 1.25 m 

D. 1 m 



Question Title Question Title Solution 

Answer: B 

Justification: To find the distance needed to place our 10kg box, we 

need to determine the torque (also called the moment of force) on the 

lever from the other two boxes. 

To do this, we need to add the individual torque from both boxes 

together. To find the torque exerted by a mass on a lever, we need to 

multiply the force that the object exerts on the lever by the distance 

from the fulcrum. The only force that the boxes exert are due to gravity, 

therefore we need to multiply the mass of the boxes by the acceleration 

caused by Earth’s gravity (which we have approximated to be 10 m/s2).  

So the total torque of both boxes will be: 

τ = (m15kgbox × g × distance15kgbox) + (m10kgbox × g × distance10kgbox)  

τ = (15kg × 10m/s2 × 0.5m ) + (10kg × 10m/s2 × 0.75m) 

 



Question Title Question Title Solution continued 

τ = 75 kg.m/s2.m + 75 kg.m/s2.m 

τ = 150 N.m (Here we have simplified the units, as 1kg.m/s2 is equal to 1N.) 

Now, we can calculate the distance needed for a 10kg mass to exert 

150 N.m of torque: 

τ = mass × g × distance 

150 N.m = 10 kg × 10 m/s2 × d 

d = 150 N.m / 100 N 

d = 1.5 m  (Answer B) 

This answer should be more readily apparent if we realize that a 15 kg 

mass at 0.5 m and a 10 kg mass at 0.75 m exert the same torque (75 

N.m). Their total torque is equivalent to two 10 kg masses at 0.75 m, so 

in order to balance them with one mass of 10 kg, it would have to be at 

twice the distance (0.75 × 2 = 1.5 m).  


